
Adrian Prospero signs on to direct feature film
"The Clairvoyant"

Acclaimed director Adrian Prospero is going to be
busy over the next few years, mainly shooting
features in the US

Award-winning Australian filmmaker
Adrian Prospero, best known for films like
"Once Were Heroes" and "Living with
Kanye", has signed on to helm the thriller.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, UNITED
STATES, September 4, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Award-winning
Australian filmmaker Adrian Prospero
is attached to direct feature "The
Clairvoyant." Sources advise us
shooting in the United States is due to
start in the coming months with James
Broadhurst set to produce. Broadhurst
recently finished up on the horror
feature Derelict for US-based company
ITN

Prospero, best known in film circles for
executing big-budget commercials
while breaking into the indie-scene
with award-winner "The Hunt", also penned the script. Described as a murder mystery, the story
concerns an investigator’s search for a missing woman which turns upside down when a
Clairvoyant has visions of the woman’s murder. Questions about whether the visions can be
trusted, whether the girl is missing and who is to be believed are posed in what sources have
told us will have audiences clinging to the edge of their seat. 

A favourite in the Australian film industry, Prospero recently directed the advert campaign for
Australia’s Labor Party for the recent election, helping bring the party to victory in a landslide.
The Perth native is known for contributing to social issues with his directing work, as he is
currently directing a film on road safety to be used in creating awareness for teenagers.
Prospero also directed the documentary "Bronnie" which continues to screen in schools around
his home-state.

A co-owner of prolific production and content company White Pixel, Prospero broke onto the film
scene more than a decade ago after he won the Revel8 Audience Award at the Perth Film
Festival, and has continued to direct multi-million dollar commercials for companies around the
world. 

"The Clairvoyant" is the latest in a series of feature projects to which Prospero is attached. "The
Market Place," an edge-of-your-seat thriller set during the Iraq War, was a recent finalist in the
Ojai Film Festival in California, while "The Dig" finished in the top 20% of the Nicholls Fellowship,
one of the world’s most prestigious international screenwriting competitions administered by
the Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences.
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